Student Learning Outcome Advisory Committee

2013-14

Mission: The mission of the SLO Advisory Committee is to discuss issues related to SLO assessment, propose solutions to problems, communicate solutions to IE Council, and facilitate the implementation of decisions made on SLO assessment issues.

Chair: Chair of Dean’s Council (Dr. Mike Krall) and Dr. Jinhao Wang

Membership:

6 Deans in Instructional areas:

Brandy Harvey (Montgomery)
Theresa McGinley (North Harris)
Katherine Sanchez (Tomball)
Linda Luehrs Wolfe (Kingwood)
Michel Zuch (CyFair)
Mark Curtis (UP)

2 faculty reps: Sharon Miller (UP), Jared Cootz (Montgomery)

Rotation of Membership: Maintain stable membership but replace when needed

Frequency of Meetings: Once a month after the Dean’s Council and contingent upon need